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cuatrapear
Mess up or make something with bad results

cuatrero
Thief of livestock in general, not limited to horses, and regardless of whether they have or do not mark property

cubas
Plural of cuba, beverage prepared with the mixture of soft drink of cola and brandy

cubrir un faltante
Reintegrating or replenishing something to the appropriate location

cuca
Diminutive of the female name Shelter

cucha
Deformed when applied to a person or uneven if it applies to an object. Examples neighboring this Doghouse of the
face; Cook a cake but left me all cucho. It is also used figuratively when someone is impressed by something that is
said, becomes, or is, " cucho was left when he saw my ring of bright "

cuchilear
Inducing or whiplining a dog or dogs to attack, it is also used applied to people but is less common

cuclilla
cuclilla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "squatting" being its meaning:<br>Squatting is to sit on your own
heels, being thus sitting almost to the floor level, this position is nothing comfortable so it can be this way for a short time

cucurucho
It is a kind of paper Cone, years ago they used in tendajos to ship some goods types

cucuruchu
cucuruchu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cornet" being its meaning:<br>It is a cone shaped paper ( it
can be periodic ) in the in past decades has sent some goods in the tandajos

cucú
Cuckoo clock is that wall clock that has a bird, which sings at certain intervals of time

cuenta chiles
It is said of the man who likes to interfere in domestic matters proper to women

cuerdas



It may refer to a kind of little-thick loop that can be used to tie various objects

culiadon
culiadon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "culeadon" as meaning:<br>It is commonly known as
augmentative culear or to perform the sexual act for the year. I do not recommend the use of the word

culo aprietado
Have your ass ( 41 year; dark color ( prieto )

culo frio
It is when sitz bath with cold water

cultivarse
Educate yourself, learn

cunda
Reproduced in abundant and fast manner any plant or animal, often talking about harmful beings for man

cunilingus
Or cunilinguis oral sex performed on women

curricula
It is an enumeration of a person's academic and work-life achievements

cursiento
It is said that anda cursiento a person that it defecates long and repeated times, usually because of the dirrea

cutis palidos
It is when the skin of the face shows an aspect of colorless and morbid tone, otherwise is skin fresh and lush

da el consejo y se queda sin el
The phrase applies to pointing to the person who gives advice but who does not apply them herself in their life or person

dadibosa
Person who gives, that detaches easily from their belongings to give them to others

dahiry
It is a word of the English language and it can be translated as " dairy " to refer to the producing of milk cattle

dalia
Feminine proper name



damascos
Strong fabric of silk and wool and drawings formed by the tissue

damitas
Plural and diminutive lady, is an elegant way of referring to women

dañadas
Things, animals or people who do not have or meet certain aesthetic or quality characteristics

dar atole con el dedo
Fool someone

dar con la puerta en la nariz
Not to receive or take the step to someone in our House rudely

dar el braguetazo
Gives the braguetazo the poor man who marries a rich woman

dar el brazo a torcer
Compromise on anything or accept something, example: Maria does not twist his arm and want to continue looking like
a young girl instead of accepting her age

dar el costalazo
It's when a person suddenly falls to the floor

dar el viejazo
Aging, seemingly aging in a short time

dar gato por liebre
For I have never tried cat meat and could not say that its flavor is similar to that of the hare, but if the phrase is used to
refer to a hoax

dar la paz
Shaking hands each other attending mass at the same time it is said " peace be with you " at the moment than officiating
priest instructed

dar la teta
Give the bottle to the baby

dar luz verde
Allow passage or authorize the realization of something



dar un tirón
Help or help someone in dire need

dar voces
It is to call out, usually in alarm or danger signal

darle un vuelco el corazon
give a tip over the heart is incorrectly written and it should be written as "give a twist heart" being its
meaning:<br>Extremely momentarily frightened by some event

darling
In Spanish can be translated as " love or dear " When will addressed the word to someone

darse golpes de pecho
Says who it feels the same as full of virtues and tries to make people believe the same to others, when the reality is very
different

darse golpes en el pecho
It is said of the person who appears to be very demure, very straight and respectful but that he is not

darse una manita de gato
Fix is a little physical appearance, especially the face, also applies to things or objects. Example, that car already needs
a hand of cat ( cleaning )

dádiva
Gift or gift of little value or price

de apeame uno
Get one, for example it can refer to a fruit tree, get me or get me to Apple

de balde
Do something without the expected results

de bruzes
Perhaps it refers to "bruces", in which case it means falling head-on without sticking your hands

de clase media
Used to refer to people who are not poor but also not rich

de corta estatura
Person or animal that measures little height; the opposite is high



de densamente
There be more suitable in a given area inhabitants, considering an average per kilometer square, one speaks of a
densely populated city to say that many inhabitants has by square kilometer.

de erociones
Reduction or elimination of the terrestrial surface coating by effect of rain, winds, etc., situation that occurs to not tell the
ground with vegetation that protect at least some

de estampida
Leave flying or running of unforeseen a group of animals, usually by detecting a hazard

de favor te abrazan y quieres que te aprieten
When they get a benefit, be satisfied and don't ask for more

de favor te abrazan y quires que te aprieten
Said Mexican, when you get a benefit but not give satisfied and want to get more

de mala muerte
Unsightly or appearance. Example lives in a seedy House

de manera encubierta
Sneaking around, in a hidden way

de manera específica
Direct or exact

de manos cruzadas
It is said of the person who is without doing any activity

de menos valer
It is less to be a person who has less economic resources in comparison with another or others

de oídas
It is when one finds out something why I hear them from someone else, not because one has seen it, therefore it means
that one does not contain the facts to which one is alluded

de pedo
It's an expression of bad taste that means of haste, quickly

de pipa y guante
Used when man or woman dress elegantly



de puntitas
Walking trying not to make noise with your feet

de salación
Application of salt to some products such as meat and fish, for the purpose of conservation

de segunda
For clothing, used clothing, which is purchased or sold in popular markets it is second

de subestimar
Not to grant the real value to someone or something

deambulaban
Gone from the verb wandering, walking from one side to another

decembrino
Belonging to the month of December. Example " 34 Christmas vacation;

decendieran
decendieran is incorrectly written, and should be written as "they descended" being its meaning:<br>Down, down,
landing, put at the level of the floor

decir la misa pero no el santo
Means to have something halfway, saying that someone said something or done something, but do not say the name of
that someone. Synonymous with, say the sin but not the sinner

decorozamente
With dignity, level required according to a category

decrecion
Decrease, lowering the level of something

decrépito
Someone older and with much diminished capabilities, usually used as insult

dedicarse al ocio
It is not to have or not perform any activity, to dedicate yourself to do nothing

definir cita textual
It is when someone verbally or in writing, repeat what someone else said or wrote

definir enchapada



Cover with another material to improve their appearance. Less fine wood which is covered or concealed with another
example of more quality parafabricar furniture more elegant and fine

definir enchapada
Cover with another material to improve their appearance. Less fine wood that covers or concealed with another example
of more quality parafabricar furniture more elegant and fine

deglaciacion
deglaciation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "deglaciation" being its meaning:<br>Thawing of ice which
forms glaciers

dejado de la mano de dios
Person without material goods or desirable physical attributes.

dejame en paz de una vez
It is to ask a person to ultimately now don't bother us

dejar a alguien sin palabras
It happens when with what we do or say the other person can't say anything, can't argue

dejar algo mal sabor de boca
It is said of the subject or event that leaves him one unhappy or uncomfortable, usually passes soon with the passage of
time

dejar igual
Leave without change any certain or certain aspects of a person, animal, place, subject, object, etc.

dejarse caer en blandito
It is to get or make a profit from other

dejosa
Person who neglects his personal appearance

del dicho al hecho hay un gran trecho
Saying that used to say that it is not the same to say one thing to do it; saying something is easy the difficult thing is to
do it

del mal pajaro ser aguero
bad bird be aguero is incorrectly written and should be written as "prophet of Doom" being its meaning:<br>It is said
person that it predicts bad news or events

delgadillo
Disparaging slim



deliquius
Idiom to say " delicious " very tasty

demacia
demacia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "too much" being its meaning:<br>More than enough, way too

demacrados
Plural of emaciated, is to show on the face a physical improvement

demigrante
demigrante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "degrading" being its meaning:<br>It comes from the verb
denigrate, making a person less, reduce it, subtract importance or category

denigrantes
They are the facts that cause people to lose their dignity as such

dentrifico
toothpaste is incorrectly written, and should be written as "toothpaste" being its meaning:<br>It is a generic name given
to pasta dental hygiene or dental pastes

depara
It supplies, provides grants

dependencias
They are the institutions or small businesses in relation to others on which they depend for their operation or operation

dependientes
People or animals that cannot survive on their own depend on others

deprimente
It says something that depresses, which causes sadness or melancholy

depuso
Return the stomach, vomiting

derby
It is a model of the Volkswagen brand auto

derengada
derengada it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "derrengada" being its meaning:<br>Says animal having
erased the bone protrusion on the hip as a result of a fracture of the iliac bone



derogarse
Abolished, lose force, declare inoperative

derrama económica
Obtaining or arrival of economic resources, by means of any or some activities specific

derrapaste
You resbalaste, slipping on the floor or pavement, it can be a person or a vehicle

desadaptadas
People who do not adapt or accommodate a situation or lifestyle

desadaptado
That not this adapted, who does not live or acts according to rules laid down

desafectado
Removal of the public domain of a certain good, removing the use or public service was intended

desaforada
Person who loses their AFORES " 34 retirement savings funds;

desafortunados
You have no fortune, no luck, go wrong to someone

desaperdicido
desaperdicido is incorrectly written, and should be written as "undetected" being its meaning:<br>Without being seen,
not realizing

desarrapado
Poor-looking, scant clothing

desarrollo cultural
Growth, cultural flourishing

desaseados
Unslated, lacking cleanliness and hygiene, can be people or things

desatascar
Remove a vehicle from a quagmire, where it remained aground. Allow the flow of something

desatinos
The mistakes are mistakes or errors, apparently the word comes from atinar, or atinar would be in the target



desaveniencias
They are difficult situations that occur when there are contrary opinions on a matter and none of the parties wants to
give

desbandados
Scattered, fled in disorder

desbarrancado
Fall or rush into a ravine

desbenturado
desbenturado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hapless" being its meaning:<br>Hapless is one that
whatever undertakes comes out, i.e. lack of ventura

descacharizar
It is an action that consists of discarding any pot or container where water can accumulate, the above in order to prevent
the spread of stilts and with them from dengue

descalentado
Something that was hot but already lost heat, is " chilled "

descansa
Recover from fatigue or tiredness

descarapelado
Wall or object to which is it fallen apart from painting that covered it. Example, that this whole descarapelado Pan

descomplicada
It is the person, man or woman who likes to live life without complications

desconchadas
Porcelain or other materials that have lost some of your glaze

desconchiflado
decomposed, with a fault that prevents you to work

descubrir el pastel
It's learning about something that was meant to be kept hidden or secret

descuidando
It is to stop fulfilling an obligation



desdeã±ar
desdea±AR is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neglected" being its meaning:<br>To despise

desdeñosa
He is the person who ignores others and focuses on himself

desdobles
Unfold something, e.g. clothing or other apparel

desengancharse
Figuratively, to stop paying attention has echoes or words that annoy us.  The opposite is to get hooked

desenpleo
desenpleo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unemployment" being its meaning:<br>Lack of work or
employment

desenvueltos
Person who leads open and naturally

desfallecido
Tired, out of breath

desjaretado
Appliance or item broken or in poor physical condition

desjaretar
Destroy, undo something

deslechar
Milking dairy cattle, milk to remove

deslenguado
That speaks more

deslindo
Depart, deny, example, I deslindo of responsibility for what happened yesterday

desmalezamiento
Remove the weeds or weed

desmanes
Excesses is damage or perform acts that affect others



desmangado
Sleeveless, applies also to those who tend to fold the sleeves of the shirt dress

desmantelarlo
Disassembling an item in all or some of its parts, is generally used to refer to machinery or motor vehicles

desmenbracion
desmenbracion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "break-up" being its meaning:<br>Separate into parts a
body, can be an animal or a person

desmenuzadas
Cutting is cutting or dividing certain products, usually without no longer being part of a single set

desmoldar
Remove or remove any part or object from the mold

desnudarse
Stripped of clothing that covers the body, synonyms: undress you, undressing

desnudarse
Synonymous with, be as God brought him to the world

desnudarse
Stay in balls

desnudo empeloto
They are two words, the second is heard as "in balls", both mean the same thing, n or bring clothes that cover the
leather

desobligacion
Failure to comply with the obligation

desobligado
It is said person that does not comply with its obligations, which can be work, family, etc.

desoyendo
Do not pay attention, do not follow advice or indication

despatarrajarse
despatarrajarse is incorrectly written, and should be written as "desparratarse" as meaning:<br>Sit in a disorderly way,
dropping no composure or punches on the seat



despedido
Dismissed from a job, employment or marital status

despensa
Set of basic foods for family consumption .  Place where they are kept

despensas
Plural of pantry, all edible products, intended for a person, family, or period of time

despensita
Diminutive pantry, are the basic food for a family

despensota
An augmentative of pantry or a set of food products

despeñarse
Falling from a high place where there are rocks or boulders

desperdicios
It's everything you don't take advantage of anything or product

desperdigados
People, animals or things distributed without order in a certain place

despertar celo
Cause mistrust, jealousy or suspicion

despesa
Despesa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pantry" being its meaning:<br>Place in the House where you
store or stores the pantry or vineres

despifarrar
despifarrar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "waste" being its meaning:<br>Spend the money or other
material resources of disproportionate and thoughtless way

desplomarse
Drastically reduce the monetary value of an object or material or the economy of a country

despochinado
Messed up, broken apart, applies to objects or set thereof

despotrican



Express or say bad words without directing to someone in particular, example the Chief came despotricando

desprestigiadas
Without prestige; without credibility; with a bad reputation

destaparse
Make public personal or intimate matters

destrabarse
Stop having a lock or obstacle that prevents the normal functioning of something, usually some machine or equipment

desvariando
Say things without meaning

desventajas
It's the dots and things you have against to achieve something, things that don't favor

deteriorada
A word used to refer to a thing that doesn't preserve its previous good looks.  It may also refer to a certain physical
condition of a person

deteriorado
It is said that something this deteriorated, when to lost some of its features that give value or quality, you can refer to an
object, animal or person

devuelva
Of return something

dibujo del ciclo del agua
Graphically represent the different physical States can be water in a cyclic manner. example, State solid in a frozen lake,
liquid when that ice melts, steam when the water is heated and turns into cloud and turns into water when it rains

diferencia entre quinta y huerta
A fifth is a house in the country, may have garden or not; and a vegetable garden that is in the field is usually where
there are several fruits and you can have a House, several or none.

diferible
That something can postpone or change to a later date

difinicon de casucha
difinicon's Shack is incorrectly written and should be written as "Definition of Shack" being its meaning:<br>House, bad
appearance and poor construction



difrencia entre reclusion y presidio
Seclusion is the action that is the prisoner and prison is the place of detention. Example, John is in seclusion in the
prison's high security

difusion
Act of spreading, extend, publish

dilapado
Infinitive of the verb dilapar, to make bad use of the money available

dilapifaba
dilapifaba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it dilapidaba" being its meaning:<br>Spend the money and
other goods in an uncontrolled manner, example, Juan dilapidaba his fortune until he was broke

diligente
Careful, accurate and active, soon, soon, light in action

dimana
Sale, flows. Examples: everything that emanates from his mouth is truth; The water that emanates from that source is
pure and clear

dimencion
Dimension 1-size or extent of something

dina
Feminine proper name

dinamica social
social dynamics is incorrectly written and should be written as "social dynamics" being its meaning:<br>Change or
development of the different elements that make up a society

dinero llama dinero
Said that means that the person who has money easily receives more

dintel
Top of doors and windows

discreta
Person endowed with judgment to speak or act

discretísima
It is said person that driving with much discretion in their actions or conduct



disculpa
Words that are directed to a person to try to amend an error or an offence, indeed apologies are not requested

diseminados
Be distributed in a certain area, people, animals, or things

diseminan
1. they spread, released or distributed some distance elements or objects with a purpose, example: farmers spread
seeds on cropland

disfrazado
Person dressed and arranged with the makeup to appear as a different being, could be another person, fictional
character or even an animal

disolutas
Free, licentious

disolutos
Dissolutes or dissolutes, people who do not do their duty, on the contrary they spend activities

disolverse
It is distributed or integrate one element with another or others, it can also refer to people or animals with a somewhat
different meaning

disparatadas
These are words or actions spoken or made meaningless

disparate
Word or made no logical sense

dispendio
Excessive expenditure of dubious benefit, of any material resource

dispersaba
Divide or separate the members of a group, is usually used to refer to animals

dispone
Decide or decide about how something is done and in that moment, example, pedro has that we Let's Eat out

distintivas
Feminine of distinctive signs, articles or signals serving for differences to people, animals or things, others of same or
similar appearance



distorcioanar
distorcioanar is incorrectly written and should be written as " distort " being its meaning: < /br > give a false version of
something close

distorcionado
distorted is incorrectly written and it should be written as "distorted" being its meaning:<br>Give a version of some event
without sticking to reality, that is to distort the happening

distractores
These are elements that have the ability to distract people's attention towards certain objectives, forgetting to pay
attention to others perhaps of greater importance

diversidad cultural
Several cultures that interact between if

dociles
Docile, which can be treated, handled or driven easily, may be referring to people or animals

doctora
A woman obtained a doctoral degree, or that he holds a Bachelor's degree and another master's degree, prior to the
PhD level

dolerse
Complain about pain, physical or moral suffering

dominados
Called dominated the losers or defeated in a contest

dominantes
People or animals who dominate or have power over others

dominga
Female proper name

domingo
Seventh day of the week

domingo
Second name of an Argentine politician who lived during the last century

domingo
Male proper name



dominguera
This is how he refers to clothing or other article used only Sundays

don miguel hidalgo
Don miguel hidalgo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Miguel Hidalgo" being its meaning:<br>Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla is known in Mexico as the father of the nation, initiated the independence movement, carrying a
banner of the Virgin of Guadalupe as a flag

donde ve duele
It is used to refer to and highlight a person's physical ugliness

doñear
A woman called Doña or give such treatment

dorarle la pildora
Trick through trickery to achieve some goal

dormire
dormire is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I'll sleep" being its meaning:<br>Future of sleep

dormirse en los laureles
rest on the laurels is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rest on their laurels" being its meaning:<br>Falls
asleep on its laurels the person who let go of the opportunity to obtain a benefit, by being in a State of comfort

dormitorio
Room used for sleeping

dormitorio de gallinas
Trees tend to be exploited by the chickens to sleep, protecting this way of some predators

dosel
Furniture that falls as a wallpaper behind the seat, and covers it ahead in horizontal Pavilion

doy fe
That gives faith confirms that an event, that is true you coast the fact or event

drasticamente
Fast and violently

dscordante
dscordante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "jarring" being its meaning:<br>That does not match, it
disagrees or odds



duermo limpiadores
I sleep cleaners is incorrectly written and should be written as "Dermo-cleansing" being its meaning:<br>Products used
to clean the skin

dulcero
Container used to place sweets

durmiente
Traverse of the railway

eacuincle
eacuincle is incorrectly written, and should be written as "escuincle" being its meaning:<br>Derogatory way of referring
to a child or baby

ebonizado
Wood stained and polished in such a way that simulates the Ebony

echar el gato a retozar
Have fun, maybe have some fun

echar el guante
Capture or apprehend a criminal

echar ganas
It's putting all the effort into achieving a goal

echar la viga
Serious insult in referring to the insulted' mother as a bad-life woman

echar o poner una losa encima
To close a case or issue, forget it

echar soltar los perros a alguien
Take the dog to someone is intending it or pretend it loving purposes, either with compliments, gifts, smiles, etc.

echar toda la carne al asador
Make every effort to achieve something

echar un polvito
Give a cogidita

echar un polvito



Throw a stick

echarle mucho cuento
That's when a person to narrate an event gives too many unnecessary details

echarse las manos a la cabeza
Show desperate

echarse todo el veinte
Use too much perfume or some other shave

echarse unos palitos
Throw a stick is to perform the sexual act, throw sticks would be do it several times

eczema
The skin rash

edelmiro
It is a male name

edemas
Soft tumors without pain

edificaciones
Set of buildings, houses or buildings

edor
edor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "stink" being its meaning:<br>bad smell, what hiede means that he
dismisses bad smell

efebo
Young man of great physical attractiveness

efebos
Youths, teens

egoismo
selfishness is incorrectly written, and should be written as "selfishness" being its meaning:<br>Excessive love of itself

ejecutado
Killed violently, usually with the use of firearm



ejotes
Edible pod bean which still immature, is consumed as a vegetable and can be purchased fresh or canned

el antonimo de ladron
First the antonym of thief can be: honest or honest, and the meaning of these last words impute to it to who works with
honesty and righteousness, in this case with regard to the respect of the alien

el burro hablando de orejas
Such a statement is directed to the person making mention of physical defects or morals of others, without being aware
that he has them or suffer from

el chivo
It's the money the man contributes for the maintenance of his family

el corazon se acalero
the heart is acalero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "heart accelerated" being its meaning:<br>It is said
when the heart beats more strong than normal, because of a strong emotion

el corazon se acelero
Strong beats of the heart by some big emotion

el enfadado
It is annoying for something, synonym, angry, encorajinado

el fitogeneticos
Refers to the genetic plants and plant aspects

el periquillos sarmiento
the periquillos sarmiento is incorrectly written and it should be written as "El Periquillo Sarmiento" being its
meaning:<br>It is the title of a work written by Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi

el que calla otorga
It means that the person who does not denies something, confirms that it is true

el que es panzón aunque lo fajen
It means that the person who already has his own particular way of being or acting like this will continue

el que se enoja pierde
It is a phrase that exhorts not to lose its sanity and not to be angry

el septimo cielo
The place more beautiful and perfect, is often used the phrase to designate that you enjoy something, usually something
physical or emotional. Example, when I'm with him I cent in seventh heaven



el sipnificado de desaprobacion
Not approve something, don't agree

el talon de aquiles
It is used to refer to the weak or vulnerable part of a person

elefante blanco
Building or other large construction which does not benefit

eletrica
eletrica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "electrical" being its meaning:<br>Qualifying adjective indicating
that a certain article or apparatus electrically operated

elije o elige
The right thing to do is to choose , choose from several options

elote
The corn is tender corn, may be on the cob or seeded, it is common to find it canned in supermarkets

ematicos
ematicos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ematicos" as meaning:<br>Reference or relation to the blood

embarcarse en un negocio
It's getting involved or participating in a business

embarrarla
Do something evil, synonym / " water it "

embaucar
Cheat

embaucar
Cheat

embaulamiento
Meter or save something in a trunk

embiste
RAM, strong and surprise hit something, like how much occurs a collision between motor vehicles or when del toro
Rams the Bullfighter

emboquillo



Last verb grout, fill with nozzle holes or openings between each placed piece of coating of floors, walls and other
surfaces

embozado
Masked, with his face covered, usually for not being recognized

embrigador
embrigador is incorrectly written, and should be written as "heady" being its meaning:<br>It intoxicates, alienates or
drunk

emergencias &#40;sala&#41;
It is the place of the hospitals and clinics where caring for the patient requiring immediate attention, for example at the
injured in an accident

emision de semen
emission of semen is incorrectly written and should be written as "emission of semen" being its meaning:<br>The
emission of semen may also occur during sleep, in the so-called " 34 wet dreams; usually occurs during the youth
having erotic dreams

emocionarse
Filled with excitement, joy or happiness

empernado
bolted it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "empiernado" being its meaning:<br>Be with legs entwined with
the partner

emperrado
Determined to do his will

empicar
Aficionarse something is empicar is

empudico
empudico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "shameless" being its meaning:<br>Has no shame

en abril cada gota vale por mil
That phrase is used to say that when something is low or there is in existence a price increase. For example the fruit out
of season is more face, that when it is time that is harvested or collected

en el cuerpo tener el demonio
in the body have the daemon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "having the demon in the body" being its
meaning:<br>Be wrong, acting with malice



en frio
Do something without preparation or warmup. Hot to do something at the moment without delay

en gran cantidad
Used to refer to a lot of something, without specifying quantity, they can be people, animals or things

en k consistio el antifeudalismo
Social movements against the economic system of feudalism, which ended after long struggles with himself,

en pro
For the benefit of, in favour of

en sus buenos tiempos
An expression that is used to speak of a person, animal or thing had better times

en un decir amen
Very quickly, very fast

enaguas
Female inner garment, use prevents that the woman's body, from the waist down, is between see against light, using a
thin fabric skirt

enaguas de suripanta
Skirt or similar garment used by prostitutes

enaguita
Piece of underwear as a skirt or dress that avoids that the silhouette is perceived to serve " 34 Fund; between the dress
and the body

enardecerse
Annoy greatly, rage

enardecerse
Get angry

enardecerse
Slow to anger

encabronarse
It's the same as getting angry, getting upset, getting angry

encaminan



To accompany one or more people in part of the road they must travel

encamotarse
Momentary loss of logical reasoning that causes errors or mistakes

encanijar
Cause courage, annoyance or anger

encaramada
Be over or something, can refer to a thing, person, or animal. Examples, chairs were perched on the table, he came and
I encaramo on the stairs.

encarrizar
Put or apply reeds, can be for example roofing a shed

encascado
Shell, wrapped in a natural cover, for example a walnut shell that the action of removing the cover it is called crack.

encebado
Covered bait, the greasy pole is a game or attraction, where a stud smeared with grease, at the point more high placed
a prize for which managed to get to the reach it

enceguecidos
They are people or animals that temporarily can't see, usually due to some external agent, such as: intense light, dust,
etc.

enchilada
In the plural, enchiladas, Mexican dish prepared with red tortillas, filled with cheese, usually accompanied by French
fries, lettuce and tomato

enchilada
Feeling of anger or annoyance for any reason

encimoso
Person who likes to observe or intervene in the activities of others, hindering their performance

enclaustrado
Trapped, deprived of freedom, to be in the cloister

encomendo
Word is incorrectly written, and should be written as "was requested" to be its meaning:<br>Ask someone who is
responsible or to take responsibility for something, example, Rosa entrusted their children to his friend María



encoraginar
Cause courage, anger or annoyance

encultural
It has a body that resembles a sculpture, example that woman has a sculpted body

endenantes
Long before

endilga
Verb foist, leave something that is the responsibility of one in someone more

enedelia
It is a feminine name

enemigos
They are the parties that are opposed to each other and fight each other in various ways

energetizar
Provide strength or energy a food, drink, etc.

enfadar
Disgust, upset

enfangadas
People or things covered in mud or mud

enfermedad fungosa
Disease caused by fungi

enflaquece
Process of thinning of a person or animal

enfrenar
Apply the brake to a motor vehicle or other, for example to a bicycle

enfusividad
Show affection, love or friendship in a repeated and somewhat exaggerated way

engalanado
It says the person, animal, thing or place, arranged in the best possible way.



engalanan
They arranged with galas and ornaments, beautify

engañosas
People or things that aren't quite what they seem

engordar el caldo
Fatten the broth to someone means to favor it, contributing in some way to the achievement of their projects or
objectives

engrir
engrir is incorrectly written, and should be written as "conceited" being its meaning:<br>Boast, pamper, aficionar, love

enjaezado
Adorned, it refers to the horse with certain attachments called brasses that serve as embellishment, while participating in
different festive events

enjaretar
Delegate a responsibility to another person

enjarrar
Cover with a mixture of cement and sand walls newly built, in order to give an appearance and texture smooth

enjarre
Plaster, cover the walls built recently with material such as plaster or else that gives them a look smooth to the eye and
touch. Synonymous with rebocar

enjuague bucal
Proceeds from sale in pharmacies and grocery stores, which is used for the hygiene of the mouth

enlodado
Covered or splashed with mud

enlutecer
Be a person or family in a State of mourning for the death of a loved one

enmarcar
Place frame

enmendar
Correct defects



enmendarse
Behave correctly leaving inappropriate behavior, commonly known as " leave the bad road "

enmendarse
Synonyms, corrected, disciplined

enmolada
It's an omelette, it's put on chicken meat and rolls up, then bathes with mole.  In the plural they make up the dish known
as moulding

enojarse
Be in a bad mood

enrejillado
Geometric in a grid

ensañarse
Act with courage, in many implies physical violence

ensimado
bolt is incorrectly written, and should be written as "topped" being its meaning:<br>Be on top or something on something

ensimosa
Person who likes to walk close to others attentive to do or stop doing it, his presence is annoying

ensolvado
Refers to rivers, dams, channels, etc., which contain residues of different nature, organic and inorganic waste in their
beds

enstancada
enstancada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "stagnant" being its meaning:<br>Generally refers to the
water that remains without change of place or that it does not flow, it can also refer to people, animals or things that do
not change position

entenderse
It is to agree two or more people

enteradito
Diminutive of knowledge, is the person who has the information or knowledge about an event

entradas
It's the tickets or small papers that allow us to enter the events



entrar con buen pie
Start something with good luck

entrar con buen pie con el pie derecho con pie derecho
Enter or stand with your right foot is having a good day, having a lucky day

entrar en detalles
It is to provide more information on a topic in question, to explain more in depth a topic or subject

entrarle
It is to participate in some activity or event

entre abierto
It is incorrectly written between open and it should be written as "ajar" being its meaning:<br>Open, but not quite, can
refer to a door, window, door, etc.

entre bambalianas
It is incorrectly written between bambalianas and it should be written as "behind the scenes" being its
meaning:<br>Where the's but they do not see or do not find out what's happening, that's behind the scenes

entre dos fuegos
It is when a person or group of people is between two difficult situations to solve

entrecerrados
Closed but not quite closed

entregado a un vicio
It is said of the person who has been dominated by the consumption or execution of an act considered vice

entubado
Very narrow trousers on the leg part, tube-shaped

entumesid
entumesid is incorrectly written and it should be written as "numb" being its meaning:<br>Annoying sensation in the
body or parts of itself by exposure to cold, usually the feeling of numbness occurs first in the extremities of the body,
hands and feet

envases
They are containers that are used to package or store different products, containers can be glass, plastic or other
materials

epitafio
Sign placed in the tombs



equiespaciada
Plant or article distributed or planted always at the same distance from each other

erección matutina
It is when the man wakes up in the morning with the erect Member

errores
Used to indicate wrong deeds, words or actions

es de cajón
Be a little drawer, is be true or taken for granted, without a doubt

es posible
It is all that can be done Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be feasible, it can be done

esa vieja está buena
An expression that is used to refer to attractive women and good body, not necessarily perfect body, rinsing step that
which may seem a man good does not necessarily seem the same to another

esbroncada
esbroncada is incorrectly written and it should be written as "embroncada" being its meaning:<br>Wrapped or involved
in a problem or situation that requires a solution

escamado
Distrustful, suspicious

escarchados
Objects with a layer of frost or ice

escatimo
Give as little as possible of something

esclavinas
Garment, in the form of film, covering the shoulders

esclavizado
It is who lives as a slave, without essential human freedoms to enjoy

escobita
Broom diminutive, utensil used to sweep

escribir en cursiva



It is handwrite United letters with each other to form the words

escritores
Authors of works written or printed

escrudiña
Infinitive scrutinize, search something busily

escualoda
escualoda is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Escualida" as meaning:<br>Being very thin a person or an
animal, also could be applied to a plant that lacks vitality

escuela diurna
School where classes are taught during the day

escuela nocturna
They are those who teach at night

escupir flemas
It's just that the person who tells lies does it, raises fakes

escurecian
escurecian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "obscuring" being its meaning:<br>Put or leave dark by
elimination of the sources that provide light

esenciales
Plural of essential, is that which is indispensable for life or for a particular purpose

esfumaron
Lost or losing sight of something

esfumarse
Leave, retire, said particularly when the withdrawal is without saying goodbye and to be noticed

esmeralda
Feminine proper name

espaciamienta
It is the distance or distribution must be sowing or planting trees and other plants

espacio geografico
Space with a physical location somewhere on the Earth. There is no geographical space " 34 time space;



especies
Set of things which should be a same definition

espelucada
espelucada it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "despelucada" being its meaning:<br>Despelucada or
despelucado, it is the person who have freshly cut you hair

espera en dios
Have faith or trust in God, with respect to the solution or smooth running of something

espiar
Discern, watch without being seen

espledidamente
Used to say that something or someone is or was very well, examples, Carmen looks splendidly, the trip was splendid,
we attended splendidly

esqueléticos
Plural of skeletal, very thin or skinny people or animals

esquirlas
Metal fragments formed by making cuts in it, so doing security measures take to guard against injury when jumping
splinters

esquites
They are grains of corn roasted on a griddle, usually using fresh corn or say new from the last harvest

esta bien el encaje pero no tan ancho
Said popular, means that we can profit from others but that we should not abuse, it is ok to be boxed but not so much

esta canijo
It is difficult to be a matter or situation

esta como la marrana de tía cleta
It is said of the person who starts listening to other people's conversations

esta jodido
This poor

estado de coma
Physical state of a person in which your body does not react to any external stimulus for not having its five vital senses



estados
It may refer to the geographical parts in which a country is divided

estafadoras
Female scammers, people who make material profits by deceiving others.  The crime they commit is called a scam

estar accesible
It is to be available, it can be to use, listen etc.  .  It may refer to animal people or things

estar activo
Person who continues to practise his profession or trade or any other that keeps him active

estar alguien hasta el gorro
It is to be tired of a situation inconvenient

estar como cleopatra
Be the person lying on side with head held high, in a suggestive position. Recalling the pose of Elizabeth Taylor in the
film Cleopatra

estar como para el perro
Be a product or food in bad condition or be of bad quality

estar con el agua al cuello
Be in dire straits, usually for economic reasons

estar de gorra
It is to be in a place without a monetary cost

estar de m¿rame y no me toques
That phrase is said of a person is upset or angry and should not be near her

estar del nabo
It is to be very bad, it can be a thing, person, or topic

estar e sus cabales
be and his senses is incorrectly written and should be written as "being in his right mind" being its meaning:<br>Be a
person aware of their acts

estar el agua para el marrano
Become a partner between two people with the same or similar defects

estar en aprietos



Synonymous with, be in troubles

estar en ascuas
It is a feeling of unease and uncertainty caused by ignoring the outcome of any matter

estar en boga
Be in vogue is be of fashion, be something current

estar en el limbo
Be out of reality

estar en pelota
be in ball is incorrectly written and it should be written as "balls" being its meaning:<br>Being naked, without clothing

estar feliz
It is to be in total harmony with everything around us Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to be
happy, to be in fullness, to feel blissful

estar jodido
It is to be poor, lack of material resources

estar jodiendo
Is to be annoying, annoying, intruding

estar lleno
Expression of bad taste to say that you can already do not eat more

estar ojon
It's having big eyes, ojón

estar pasado por agua
Is passed through water bottled cold drinks to decrease its coldness

estar pobre
Is to be without money or other material resources

estar por las nubes
The phrase is usually used to refer to the price or cost of any product

estar que donde ve duele
It is to be a very ugly person



estarjodido
The correct phrase is "being fucked" and is a vulgar way of saying that you are poor or lacking in material resources

esterminador
esterminador is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Extermininador" as meaning:<br>It kills

estigmatizada
Marked or designated negatively by something from the past

estoperol
In the plural, cleats, are small metal, usually bright ornaments inserted in items like shoes, boots, belts, bags, etc.

estoperoles
Attachments or metal shoe ornaments, genereralmente are used in boots and ankle boots

estractiva
Wartung, get verb

estrategia en educacion
Lines or procedures that are defined and continue to plan or educational project

estrellarse
Strongly hitting something

estropajo
Set of interlocking fibers of a single species, can be natural or not, commonly used for rubbing surfaces, even to rub the
body while bathing

estropearse
Spoil any object or product

estufa pequeña
Stoves or cooking artifacts can be classified according to their size.  Small, medium and large

esvalotar el galliner
the galliner esvalotar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Disturb the henhouse" being its
meaning:<br>Cause disorder, riot

eva
Feminine proper name

evocar



Remember, relive, recall

exasperantes
To cause despair or distress

excretas
It is what is excreted, excrement

exdiputado
Person who in the past was a member of

exfuncionario
Is used to refer to a person who was a public official in the past is that now it is not

exitosamente
Successful, is when an action or task is accomplished by fulfilling the purpose for which it is performed

expido
Directed, sent or dispatched. issue a letter

explayarse
Be extended in speaking and/or verbally explaining something

extraconyugal
Apart from marital, usually refers to a relationship outside of marriage

extranjeras
Female from abroad, person originally from another country

extreñimiento
Constipation is the difficulty of defecating

extreseca
Very dry, no liquids or moisture content

eyaculador precos
It is that ejaculates or ends very soon during sex without giving enough pleasure to the couple

faborales o faborable
faborales or large is incorrectly written and it should be written as "favorable" being its meaning:<br>Convenient,
enabling



fachendeando
Walk of Fascists or not walk arranged in regard to personnel arrangement

fachozo
Badly dressed, dirty

facilidades de pago
Opportunity not to pay cash at the time of purchasing a good or service, pay in fertilizers or parts

facundo
Male proper name

fallecidos
They're all the people who have already died

falo
Male reproductive organ

falpa
Velvety fabric that has hair or long, woven Lint in short to simulate skin

falsedades
Plural of falsehood or lies, things or facts that are not true

falsos positivos
It indicates that something that seemed positive in something isn't really

falto de objetividad
Saying and doing things without sense, without a previous analysis of the subject or topic

famable
famable is incorrectly written, and should be written as "flammable" being its meaning:<br>That can burn or catch fire
with that matter " flammable " flame

famélico
Skinny or thin due to lack of adequate food

fam¿lico
fam would lico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "starving" being its meaning:?<br>Hungry

fardera
She is the woman who is dedicated to steal supermarkets hiding objects in your body and your clothes



farmacopedia
Book or other reference work that describes the drugs and their effects

farmaseutica
farmaseutica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pharmaceutical" being its meaning:<br>Relative to the
pharmacy, person who prepares medications

farza
It's something that presents itself or represents as if it were true but that's actually a lie

fascinada
Dazzled, attracted,

favorito
This is what we prefer to within a range of options, they can be people, animals or things

feis
FEIS is incorrectly written, and should be written as "face" being its meaning:<br>Face is a word of the English language
and translates as: face, or face, feis is pronounced and is currently much used to refer to the social network Facebook

felar
Make the mouth of a person with the penis of another contact regardless of the sex of the first

felicidades cariño
Phrase used to congratulate someone very close, usually the couple loving or sentimental

fellacion
fellacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fellatio" being its meaning:<br>Sexual relationship that makes
the mouth contact male sexual Member

fellacion
fellacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fellatio" being its meaning:<br>Practiced man oral sex

fermentancion
Degradation of Organics by the action of microbial enzymes


